The prevalence of wearable sensors (e.g., smart wristband) is enabling an unprecedented opportunity to not only inform health and wellness states of individuals, but also assess and infer demographic information and personality. This can allow us a deeper personalized insight beyond how many steps we took or what is our heart rate. However, before we can achieve this goal of personalized insight about an individual, we have to resolve a number of shortcomings: 1) wearablesensory time series is often of variable-length and incomplete due to different data collection periods (e.g., wearing behavior varies by person); 2) inter-individual variability to external factors like stress and environment. This paper addresses these challenges and brings us closer to the potential of personalized insights whether about health or personality or job performance about an individual by developing a novel representation learning algorithm, HeartSpace. Specifically, HeartSpace is capable of encoding time series data with variable-length and missing values via the integration of a time series encoding module and a pattern aggregation network. Additionally, HeartSpace implements a Siamesetriplet network to optimize representations by jointly capturing intra-and inter-series correlations during the embedding learning process. Our empirical evaluation over two different data presents significant performance gains over state-of-theart baselines in a variety of applications, including personality prediction, demographics inference, user identification.
Introduction
The wide proliferation of wearables and mobile devices is revolutionizing health and wellness with the potential of data and personalized insights at one's fingertips (Op De Beéck, Meert, and others 2018). These wearables generate chronologically ordered streams (e.g., the series of heart rate measurements), which provide an unprecedented opportunity to learn about health and wellness states, as well as how those interact with the social network, opinions and personality. To better analysis wearable-sensory time series data for their perceived benefit for a wide spectrum of applications, the fundamental question is: how do we effectively featurize the Copyright c 2020, Association for the Advancement of Artificial Intelligence (www.aaai.org). All rights reserved. wearable-sensory time series data, while achieving the generalization purpose for a multitude of applications?
A body of time series analysis has focused on waveletbased frequency analysis (Sun, Leng, and etc 2015) and motif discovery methods (Zhu et al. 2018) . But, these methods carry their own limitations. First, while we can extract discriminating and independent features using wavelet decomposition approaches, it still involves manual effort and domain-specific knowledge (e.g., medical knowledge) (Bai et al. 2018) . Second, discovering motifs are computationally expensive and require the repeated process of searching for optimal motifs from candidates (Liu et al. 2015) .
Motivated by these limitations and the success of representation learning, recent research has led to representation learning on sensory data (Ballinger et al. 2018; Ni, Muhlstein, and McAuley 2019) . However, these works have focused on representation learning for fixed-length sequential data with high quality complete time series data and face their own set of limitations. First, the wearable-sensory time series data is of variable-length and incomplete ranging from several days to months, since the actively sensing time period may vary from person to person Manashty, Light, and Soleimani 2018) . Second, there are localized patterns among individuals (intra-sensor / individual variability) that offer important nuances on similarities and differences. They fail to preserve the local characteristics of such time series data in representation learning.
To overcome the above limitations, we propose a novel and effective framework, HeartSpace, to learn a generalizable lower-dimensional and latent representation of wearable-sensory time series. Building upon the unsupervised learning paradigm, in HeartSpace, we first segment the heart rate data collected from individuals into multiple day-long time series variable-length time series because human behavior exhibits day-long regularities. Then, a deep autoencoder architecture is developed to map highdimensional time-specific (i.e., daily) sensor data into the common latent space, with a dual-stage gating mechanism to handle variable-length time series. These learned embedding vectors are capable of not only preserving temporal variation patterns, but also largely alleviating the data missing issue of wearable-sensory time series. After that, we leverage a temporal pattern aggregation network to capture interdependencies across time-specific representations based on the developed position-aware multi-head attention mechanism. During the training process, a Siamese-triplet network optimization strategy is designed with the exploration of implicit intra-series temporal consistency and inter-series relations. To summarize, our main contributions are as follows:
• We perform comprehensive study on addressing challenges of learning representations on variable length and incomplete wearable time series data.
• We develop a novel and effective unsupervised learning framework, HeartSpace, to learn a generalizable low-dimensional and latent embedding by aggregating variable-length time series and capturing their intra-series and inter-series relations. HeartSpace is also flexible to be generalized into semi-supervised learning for various heart rate analysis application.
• We evaluate HeartSpace on three learning tasks with two real-world wearable-sensory time series datasets, and the experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of HeartSpace.
Problem Formulation
In this section, we introduce key preliminary definitions and formalize the studied problem.
to denote the series of temporally ordered wearable-sensory data (e.g., heart rate measurement-the number of times a person's heart beats per minute) of length J i collected from user u i . In particular, each element x i,j represents the j-th measured quantitative value.
Since the wearable-sensory data is often collected over different time periods (e.g., with different start and end date), the sequence lengths usually vary among different time series . Also, readings of wearable sensors are usually lost at various unexpected moments because of sensor or communication errors (e.g., power outages) (Manashty, Light, and Soleimani 2018). Hence, the sensory data often exhibits variable-length and missing values.
Problem Statement. Given a wearable-sensory time series x i with variable-length and missing values, the objective is to learn the d-dimensional latent vector y i ∈ R d that captures the unique temporal patterns of time series x i .
Methodology: HeartSpace
HeartSpace consists of three components: i) Day-specific time series encoding; ii) Temporal pattern aggregation network; and iii) Siamese-triplet network optimization strategy.
Time Series Segmentation
Considering that periodicity has been demonstrated as an important factor that governs human sensory data (e.g., heart rate) with time-dependent transition regularities (Nakamura, Takimoto-Inose, and etc 2018), and the sensed time series data are often variablelength, we first partition the wearable-sensory time series (i.e., x i ) of each user u i into T (indexed by t) separated daylong time series (T may vary among users). Definition 2 Day-long Time Series x i,t . Each t-th divided day-long time series of x i is denoted as x i,t ∈ R K , where K = 1440 is the number of minutes included in one day. In x i,t , each element x k i,t is the measurement from user u i at the k-th time step in x i,t . Due to the data incompleteness issue of the collected time series, we set the element x k i,t as 0 to keep equally-spaced intervals for missing measurement.
Day-Specific Time Series Encoding
To explore the underlying repeated local patterns and reduce dimensions of day-long time series data, we first propose a convolution autoencoder module to map each individual series x i,t into a common low-dimensional latent space. In general, the encoder first takes day-long time series as the input and then translates it into a latent representation which encodes the temporal pattern. Then, the decoder network reconstructs the data which is identical with the input x i,t in the ideal case. To keep the input dimension consistent with complete day-specific time series, we fill in zero value to missing observations. However, it may bring in the negative effect in the encoding process. Since the filled value are treated equally as other valid inputs when apply kernels in each convolutional layer, the generated features may incorrectly encoded and further lead to the error propagation from low to high layers. To resolve this issue, we propose a dual-stage gating mechanism into a convolution autoencoder module. More specifically, each layer of our deep autoencoder framework is a four-step block: i) convolution network; ii) channel-wise gating mechanism; iii) temporal gating mechanism; and iv) pooling operation. Figure 2 presents the architecture of our deep autonencoder module.
Convolutional Layers Firstly, we apply convolutional layers to encode the local pattern of day-long time series x i,t . Let's denote V l−1 i,t as the feature map representation of (l − 1)-th layer. The output of l-th layer is given as:
where f (·) is the activation function and * denotes the convolutional operation. W l c and b l c represents the transformation matrix and bias term in l-th layer, respectively.
Channel-Wise Gating Mechanism The goal of the channel-wise gating mechanism is to re-weight hidden units by exploiting the cross-channel dependencies and select the most informative elements from the encoded feature representation V l i,t (Hu, Shen, and Sun 2018) .To exploit the dependencies over channel dimension, we first apply temporal average pooling operation F cg pool (·) on the feature representation V l i,t over temporal dimension (1≤k≤K) to produce the summary of each channel-wise representation as:
where z l i,t is the intermediate representation of V l i,t after average pooling operation over temporal dimension. Then, our channel-wise gating mechanism recalibrates the information distribution among all elements across channels as:
where a l i,t denotes the channel-wise importance vector in which each entry is the each channel's importance. W cg 1 and W cg 2 are learned parameters of fully connected networks. Finally, the channel-wise representations V l i,t is learned as:
where c is the channel index.
Temporal-wise Gating Mechanism To re-weight the hidden units by capturing the temporal dependencies of feature representation across time steps, we also apply a gating mechanism on temporal dimension to further learn focus points in the time-ordered internal feature representation V l i,t (output from the channel-wise gating mechanism). Similar to the gating mechanism procedures encoded in Equations 2, 3, and 4, we first apply the channel average pooling operation on feature representation V l i,t over channel dimension and get V l i,t as the summarized feature representation which jointly preserve the channel-wise and temporal dependencies.
Encoder-Decoder Configuration
We present the architecture configuration of our deep autoencoder module. Encoder Given the day-long time series x i,t ∈ R K , we use ReLU activation function and contain 5 convolutional layers (i.e., Conv1-Conv5) followed by channelwise, temporal-wise gating mechanism and pooling layers. Particularly, Conv1-Conv5 is configured with the onedimensional kernel with {9, 7, 7, 5, 5} and filter sizes with {32, 64, 64, 128, 128}, respectively. Then, we perform the flatten operation on the output to generate a one-dimensional feature representation and feed it into a fully connected layer with Tanh activation function to generate the final latent representation g i,t corresponding to the time series x i,t . Decoder The decoder is symmetric to the encoder in terms of layer structure. First, the representation g i,t is uncompressed by a single-layer with Tanh activation function and then followed by a series of five deconvolutional layers with ReLU activation function. The kernel and filter sizes is in reverse order to be symmetric to the encoder architecture configuration. Channel-wise and Temporal-wise are applied in the first four layer after deconvolutional operation. Loss Function in Deep Autoencoder Module: We formally define the reconstruction loss function as below:
where m ∈ R K is a binary mask vector corresponding to each element in x i,t . In particular, m k = 1 if x k i,t = 0(i.e., has measurement) and m k = 0 otherwise. is the elementwise product operation, x i,t is the input, E(·) and D(·) represents the encoder and decoder function.
Temporal Pattern Aggregation Network
While applying the autoencoder framework to map daylong time series into a low-dimensional vector, how to appropriately fuse day-specific temporal patterns still remains a significant challenge. To address this challenge, we develop a temporal pattern aggregation network which promotes the collaboration of different day-specific temporal units for conclusive cross-time representations. Figure 3 shows the architecture of our temporal pattern aggregation network which consists of three major modules: i) Contextaware time embedding module; ii) multi-head aggregation network; iii) temporal attention network.
Context-Aware Time Embedding Module From the deep autoencoder module, given the time series x i of user u i , we learn a set of date-ordered latent representations with size of T , i.e., G i = {g i,1 , ..., g i,T }. In reality, different people may exhibit different wearable-sensory data distribution due to specific daily routines (Probst, Pryss, and etc 2016). To incorporate the temporal contextual signals into our learning framework, we further augment our model with a time-aware embedding module, which utilizes the relative time difference between the last time step and each previous one. For example, given a time series with three date information {2018-10-01, 2018-10-20, 2018-10-25}, we generate a date duration vector as {24, 5, 0} (the day duration between 2018-10-01 and 2018-10-25 is 24 days). To avoid the occurrence of untrained long date duration in testing instances, we adopt timing signal method (Vaswani et al. 2017) to represent a non-trainable date embedding. Formally, the vector e t of t-th day is derived as:
where d e is the embedding dimension (2i + 1 and 2i are the odd and even index in the embedding vector). New contextaware latent vector h i,t ∈ R de is generated by element-wise adding each day-specific feature representation g i,t and date embedding e t , to incorporate the temporal contextual signals into the learned embeddings.
Multi-Head Aggregation Network. During the pattern fusion process, we develop a multi-head attention mechanism which is integrated with a point-wise feedforward neural network layer, to automatically learn the quantitative relevance in different representation subspaces across all context-aware temporal patterns). Specifically, given the i-th time series, we feed all context-aware day-specific embeddings H i = {h i,0 , · · · , h i,T } into a multi-head attention mechanism. Here, M -heads attention conducts the crosstime fusion process for Q subspaces. Each q-th attention involves a separate self-attention learning among H i as:
where W q 1 , W q 2 , W q 3 ∈ R dq×de represent the learned parameters of q-th head attention mechanism, and d q is the embedding dimension of q-th head attention,i.e., d q = d e /Q. Then, we concatentate each learned embedding vector H q i from each q-th head attention, and further capture the crosshead correlations as follows:
W c ∈ R de×de models the correlations among head-specific embeddings. Hence, we jointly embed multi-modal dependency units into the space with the fused H i using the multihead attention network. The advantage of our multi-head attention network lies in the exploration of feature modeling in different representation spaces . Then, we further feed the fused embedding H c i into two fully connected layers, which is defined as follows:
where W f 1 , W f 2 and b f 1 , b f 2 are the weight matrix and bias in the feed-forward layer. In our HeartSpace framework, we perform multi-head attention mechanism twice. Temporal Attention Network. To further summarize the temporal relevance, we develop a temporal attention network to learn importance weights across time. Formally, our temporal attention module can be represented as follows:
Output H f i is first fed into a one fully connected layer and then together with the context vector c to generate the importance weights α i through the softmax function. The aggregated embedding g i is calculated as a weighted sum of day-specific embeddings based on the learned importance weights. For simplicity, we denote our temporal pattern aggregation network as g i = A(G i ).
Siamese-triplet Network Optimization Strategy
Our Siamese-triplet network optimization framework aim to enhance the encoded user feature representations with the consideration of constrain, i.e., making representation pairs from same user closer to each other and representation pairs from different user further apart. We first define the following terms to be used in our optimization strategy. Definition 3 Reference Set R i : we define R i to represent the sampled reference set of user u i . In particular, R i = {r 1 i , · · · , r N r i } , where N r is size of reference set corresponding to N r sampled day-specific time series of x i defined in Definition 2. Each entry in R i represents the n r -th sampled time series from user i.
Definition 4 Positive Query Set P i : we define P i = {p 1 i , · · · , p N p i } to denote the positive query set of user with size of N p . Specifically, every entry p n p i represents the n p -th sampled day-specific time series from user u i .
Definition 5 Negative Query Set Q i : Q i = {q 1 i , · · · , q N q i } is defined to as the negative query set for user u i , which is the sampled N q day-specific time series from other users except user u i , i.e., u i (i = i).
Based on the above definitions, given a specific user u i , we first aggregate the elements from user u i 's reference set R i as: r i = A(R i ), where A(·) is the aggregation function which represents the developed temporal pattern aggregation network. Then, we compute the cosine similarity of aggregated reference element r i and each query (i.e., p n p i and q n q i ) from the generated positive query set P i and negative query set Q i . Formally, the similarity estimation function sim is presented as follows: sim( r i , p n p i ) = r i · (E(p n p i )) T ; n p ∈ [1, ..., N p ]; sim( r i , q n q i ) = r i · (E(q n q i )) T ; n q ∈ [1, ..., N q ]; (11) where sim( r i , p n p i ) ∈ R 1 and sim( r i , q n q i ) ∈ R 1 . By capturing the temporal consistency of each individual user u i and inconsistency among different users, we optimize representations which preserve inherent relationships between each user's reference set and query set, i.e., time series embeddings from the same user are closer to each other, while embeddings from different users are more differentiated from each other. Therefore, we formally define our loss function as follows:
where z is the margin between two similarities. The objective function of joint model is defined as: L joint = i L i ae + λL i s , where λ is the coefficient which control the weight of Siamese-triplet loss. The model parameters can be derived by minimizing the loss function. We use Adam optimizer to learn the parameters of HeartSpace. The model optimization process is summarized in Algorithm 1. Unsupervised and semi-supervised learning scenarios. HeartSpace is a general representation learning model that is flexible for both unsupervised (without labeled instances) and semi-supervised (limited number of labeled instances) learning. In semi-supervised learning, given the labeled time series and its target value, we take the learned representation vector as the input of a single-layer perceptrons with a combined loss function, i.e.integrate the joint objective function L joint with the loss function based on cross-entropy (categorical values) or MSE (quantitative values).
Evaluation Experimental Settings
Data Description. We evaluate the model performance on two real-world heart rate time series data. Garmin Heart Rate Data. It comes from an on-going research study of workplace performance which measures the physiological states of employees in multiple companies. It is collected from 578 participants (age between 21 to 68) by Garmin band from March 2017 to August 2018. Each measurement is formatted as (user id, heart rate, timestamp). Fitbit Heart Rate Data. We collect this dataset from a research project at a University which aims to collect survey and wearable data from an initial cohort of 698 students Data Distribution. We show the distribution of wearablesensory time series data in Figure 4 in terms of time series length J i and completeness degree (i.e., the ratio of non-zero elements in day-specific time series x t i ) on Garmin and Fitbit heart rate data. As depicted in Figure 4 (a) and (b) , the different datasets have different time series distributions. Furthermore, Figure 4 (c) and (d) reveals that data incompleteness is ubiquitous, e.g., there exists more than 20% day-specific time series with data incompleteness < 0.8, which poses a further challenge for our HeartSpace. These observations are the main motivation to develop a temporal pattern aggregation network and a dual-stage gating mechanism for handling variable-length time series with incomplete data.
Methods for Comparison. We compared it with the following representation learning methods:
• Convolutional Autoencoder (CAE) (Bascol, Emonet, and etc 2016): CAE is a representation learning framework by applying convolutional autoencoder to map the time series patterns into latent embeddings. Evaluation Protocols. We evaluate the accuracy of binary-class classification tasks in terms of F1-score, Accuracy and AUC, and evaluate the classification performance on multi-class in terms of Macro-F1 and Micro-F1. We summary the details for four different tasks as follows: • User Identification: For user identification, each method learns a mapping function to encode the day-specific time series data into a low-dimensional representation vector. Then, given multiple day-specific time series data from one user and an unknown day-specific time series, the task is to predict whether the unknown time series is collected from the same user's multiple day-specific time series. • User Demographic Inference: We evaluate whether user demographics, such as gender and age are predictable by using a similar experimental construct as in (Dong et al. 2014) . The age information is categorized into four categories (i.e., Young: from 18 to 24, Young-Adult: from 23 to 34, Middle-age: from 39 to 49, senior: from 49 to 100). • Personality Prediction: We considered two personality attributes of the participants, namely Conscientiousness and Agreeableness. We considered a classification task of a binary prediction on these attributes -high or low for each participant u i (McCrae and John 1992).
Parameter Settings
We implemented HeartSpace framework with Tensorflow. The code will be released once accepted. For fair comparison, all experiments are conducted across all participants in the testing data and the average performance is reported. Furthermore, the validation was run ten times and the average performance numbers are reported. The embedding dimension is 64 and support size is set as 6. The positive and negative sampling size is set as 2 and 4, respectively. Furthermore, the margin value is 1 and the siamese-triplet weight is 0.1. We optimized all methods with Adam with batch size of 64 and learning rate of 0.001. We utilized the Glorot initialization (Glorot and Bengio 2010) and grid search (Grover and Leskovec 2016) strategies for hyperparameter initialization and tuning of all compared methods. 
Performance Comparison
User Identification. Table 1 shows the user identification performance on both datasets. We can observe that HeartSpace obtains significant improvement over baselines in all cases, which suggests the advantage of HeartSpace in capturing the unique signatures of individuals. Although other deep learning methods preserve the temporal structural information of each individual time series, they cannot handle the variable-length and incompleteness of wearablesensory data, which reveals the practical difficulties in learning accurate models across non-continuous time steps.
To make thorough evaluation, we compare HeartSpace with all baselines across different training and test time periods (e.g., Feb and Aug). We note that the best performance is consistently achieved by HeartSpace with different forecasting time periods, which reflects the robustness of HeartSpace in learning the latent representations over time.
Demographic Inference. The demographic inference performance comparison between HeartSpace and other competitive methods on the Garmin heart rate data is shown in Table 2 . We can note that our HeartSpace outperforms other baselines in inferring users' age and gender information, which further demonstrate the efficacy of our HeartSpace in learning significantly better time series embeddings than existing state-of-the-art methods. Similar results can be observed for the Fitbit heart rate data. In summary, the advantage of HeartSpace lies in its proper consideration of comprehensive temporal pattern fusion for time series data.
Personality Prediction. Figure 5 shows the personality prediction results on two different categories (i.e., Agreeableness and Conscientiousness). We observe that HeartSpace achieves the best performance in all personality cases. The performance is followed by DSR which extracts both multi-level temporal features during the representation learning. This further verifies the utility of temporal pattern fusion in mapping time series data into the latent space.
Model Ablation Study of HeartSpace
We perform ablation experiments over a number of key components of HeartSpace to better understand their impacts. We report the results in Figure 6 . Notice that the full version of HeartSpace achieves the best performance in all cases, which suggests: (i) The efficacy of the designed Siamese-triplet network optimization strategy for preserving structural information of implicit intra-and inter-time series correlations. (ii) The effectiveness of HeartSpace in capturing complex temporal dependencies across time steps for variable-length sensor data. (iii) The effectiveness of HeartSpace in exploring feature modeling in different representation spaces during our pattern fusion process. Figure 7 shows the hyperparameter study results. We observe that HeartSpace is not sensitive to different parameters and could reach high performance under a cost-effective parameter choice, which demonstrates the robustness of HeartSpace. Furthermore, we notice that larger hidden dimensionality does not necessarily bring better performance. In addition, we set the dimension size as 64 due to the consideration of the performance and computational cost. We can observe that both the positive query set size and negative query set size, as well as siamese triple loss coefficient have a relatively low impact on the model performance. 
Hyperparameter Studies

Case Study: Visualization
We further visualize the low-dimensional time series representations learned by HeartSpace and one selected baseline (DeepHeart) on Garmin heart rate dataset. Figure 8 shows the 2D t-SNE projections of day-specific time series embeddings from randomly sampled 15 users. We can observe that the embeddings from the same user could be identified by our HeartSpace and cluster them closer than other embeddings (more accurate feature representations), while the embeddings learned by DeepHeart of different users are mixed and cannot be well identified. 
Conclusion
This work presented HeartSpace, a wearable-sensory time series representation learning framework that addresses several challenges stemming from such data and also overcomes the limitations of current state-of-the-art approaches, including dealing with incomplete and variable length time series, intra-sensor / individual variability, and absence of ground truth. HeartSpace first learns latent representation to encode temporal patterns of individual day-specific time series with a deep autoencoder model. Then, an integrative framework of a pattern aggregation network and a Siamesetriplet network optimization maps variable-length wearablesensory time series into the common latent space such that the implicit intra-series and inter-series correlations well preserved. Extensive experiments demonstrate that the latent feature representations learned by HeartSpace are significantly more accurate and generalizable than baselines.
